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Do you remember
Dobbs Ferry during the
1970s?
Ever wonder what was
happening in the
“groovy 1970s” in our
village? Join us for an
fun filled event that is
sure to make your disco
ball spin!
Pages 4 & 5

Isabella
Niven
Wilder
Did you
know that
acclaimed
writer
Thorton Wilder has a
unique connection to
Dobbs Ferry. His mother
grew up in our village!
Pages 1 & 2

The Corner Drug Store
Before there was
Wikipedia, Medfact,
Google, Ask.com, and all
the other places that we
all currently go to for
private medical and
treatment information,
there was the corner
drugstore.
Page 3

Fostering an awareness and appreciation for the
history of Dobbs Ferry and all the people, noted and
humble, who transmitted the good things of the past
to the present and the future.

Our 3rd Annual
Historic House Tour
A much anticipated
community event featuring 5 historic
homes in the
village. Is one on
your street?
Page 8
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ISABELLA NIVEN WILDER
FOR THORNTON WILDER’S MOM:
“OUR TOWN” WAS DOBBS FERRY
If, at some point during your life, you have
spent time in a high school auditorium or
college/Broadway theater, you probably know
who Thornton Wilder was--the creator of the
seminal play “Our Town”, which, like Edward
Hopper’s paintings, seems to define something
essential regarding how it feels to live in America.

could help her son, she had to first satisfy her
own intellectual needs. This was to prove no easy
task for a young girl growing up in Victorian
Dobbs Ferry, especially if the girl was the
daughter of Reverend Thornton Niven, pastor of
South Presbyterian Church.

“The narrowest of Scotch Presbyterian
communities”was how Oswald Garrison Villard,
editor of the New York Evening Post (and a resident
on the hill which would bear his name) described
Dobbs Ferry in the 1880’s.1 In other words, Dobbs
Ferry itself seemed to possess two souls. While
fun-seeking steamboat passengers up from the
city could find sustenance among the 26 saloons
and hotels and lavish beer garden in the business
And it may come as a total surprise that Thornton district and waterfront of the village, the more
Wilder has a connection to Dobbs Ferry: his
righteous among the population of the village
mother, Isabella Niven, was a child of our village! looked to their churches for guidance.
However, Thornton’s masterwork , “Our Town”,
was only one element of a prolific and muchlauded literary career. He produced six novels,
three full length plays, plus a host of shorter
plays , resulting in three Pulitzer Prizes and
permanent enshrinement in the pantheon of
cultural icons.

What’s more, Isabella’s influence in Thornton’s
life was not insignificant. In fact, not only
Thornton’s biographers, but Thornton himself
acknowledged the influence of Isabella in the
nurturing of his literary talents. But before she

Will you recognize this
famous witness?
He holds in his eyes many
years of Dobbs Ferry’s
history - even though he
was once kidnapped he
never gave up his secrets!
Page 7

On the other hand, for the established residents of
the village desirous of a more “moral” existence,
the devil was an ever present adversary, to be
fought from every pulpit. Describing the role of
churches in the 1880’s – 90’s, one village historian
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(photos left to right) Isabella Niven Wilder as a young child; a teenager in Dobbs
Ferry (last teen on right) and in later years with her famous son and grown

writes, “the churches of Dobbs Ferry, as was often
true in small villages, kept tight control over their
members’ personal lives. No one seemed immune
from this scrutiny.”2 And it seems, no one had
tighter control than the Rev. Thornton Niven.
Linda Simon, one of Thornton’s biographers, writes,
“(Rev.) Niven was old school Presbyterian, taciturn
and stern.” Like many men of his era, he seemed to
have specific ideas about the role of women.
Isabella, born on February 4th (or 24th) 1873, tried
to be a dutiful daughter. At Sunday School in her
father’s church, her teacher found her to be
“brilliant and cultivated.”
Attending the Misses Masters School, Isabella
proved herself a superior student. And it was
during these years that her artistic interests
developed. She sketched, danced, attended the
theater, learned French, gardened and wrote poetry.
She played the piano and showed a keen interest in
“new” (experimental) authors and playwrights.
Trouble developed, however, when she expressed a
desire to go to college and become a physician.
“Not a proper occupation for a woman” stormed
her father. When he learned that Isabella had
applied to Sarah Lawrence (and been accepted) he
withdrew her application.3
A modern teenager would have probably ignored
her father; not so Isabella. Like so many others, she
sought refuge in marriage, accepting the proposal of
an ambitious and principled young Yale graduate
named Amos Wilder.
As it turned out, however, this union only increased
Isabella’s sense of frustration.
On the day of their wedding, Amos confessed to
Isabella that he had originally been in love with
another woman who had spurned him after a
seven-year courtship; and furthermore, the
experience had been so draining that he doubted he
would have any tenderness left for Isabella. In fact,
2

Amos stated that he actually felt “like a widower at
heart.”
No doubt shaken by this revelation, Isabella
nevertheless proceeded with the wedding and
although she and Amos were in reality emotionally
incompatible, the union produced five children.
Thornton, the second, born on April 17, 1897, was
actually one of a pair of twins; unfortunately, his
brother was stillborn.
Remarkably, Isabella was able to pursue her artistic
interests and to nurture those of young Thornton.
Her situation was helped by the fact that her
husband Amos was away for long periods of time
while employed first as a newspaper editor, then, in
the foreign service, as U. S. Consul to Hong Kong,
and later Shanghai. Moving from stove to piano,
from sewing and scrubbing to gardening, writing
and translating poetry, gathering with likeminded
ladies to converse in German and Italian. “She was
often seen on afternoon outings with 3 children in a
carriage and the oldest barely able to walk holding
on to the carriage. While pushing the carriage,
Isabella would be reading a book of poetry.” She
delighted in the stories young Thornton wrote, and
when he began to write plays for his brother and
sisters to act in, she came up with yard upon yard of
cheesecloth for him to turn into draped costumes.
Isabella left Dobbs Ferry at the time of her marriage
and none of her children were born here. However,
on Isabella’s visits to her parents, young Thornton
could be seen riding his tricycle in happy circles
around the church walkways. The church and
Isabella’s childhood home next door are still a vital
part of our village. Oswald Garrison Villard would
probably be astounded to see that narrow Scotch
Presbyterianism has been replaced by expansive,
outreaching Presbyterianism.
Isabella and her family moved several times before
she died in 1946. A daughter Isabel, Thornton’s
younger sister, came to The Master’s School as a
boarder She also became a writer, publishing three

novels in the 1930’s. Isabella continued her lifelong
passion for the arts but also became involved in
civic affairs. She was the first woman elected to
public office in Hamden, Connecticut.
Thornton Wilder always treasured the bond he
shared with his mother through their love of the
arts. He wrote her into two of his shorter plays, The
Long Christmas Dinner, and The Happy Journey to
Camden and Trenton, as well as having her character
appear in his most famous play Our Town.
Over the decades, there has been speculation
regarding the inspiration for “Our Town”. Thornton
himself was born in Madison, Wisconsin and there
are two other places the Wilders lived which are
candidates:Berkeley, California, and New Haven,
Connecticut. One cannot help but wonder, however,
if Isabella’s sharing some memories of her youth in
Dobbs Ferry might well have become the impetus
for her son’s masterpiece.

1.

Blanck, William, ed. Life of a River Village, p. 40.

2.

Ibid, p. 40.

3.

Simon, Linda. Thornton Wilder: His World, p. 14.

The following publications were employed as
resources in preparing this article:
William J. Blanck, ed. Life of a River Village: A
Centennial Publication. Morgan Press, Dobbs Ferry,
N.Y. 1974
Gilbert A. Harrison. The Enthusiast: A Life of
Thornton Wilder. New Haven: Tichner and Fields,
1983
Linda Simon. Thornton Wilder: His World. New York:
Doubleday & Co. 1979

WRITTEN BY LARRY BLIZARD
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THE CORNER
DRUG STORE
WRITTEN BY
TERRY KESSLER SCHWARTZ
AND
HOWARD J. POBINER ESQ.

!
Before there was Wikipedia, Medfact,
Google, Ask.com, and all the other places that we
all currently go to for private medical and treatment
information, there was the corner drug store.
!
Nathan “Butch” Kessler, Bernie Pobiner,
Columbus “Doc” Arone and Gilbert “Gil” Goetz
were the four pillars of local medical information,
drug interaction information, remedies for aches,
pains, colds, rashes and sores that the entire
population of Dobbs Ferry turned to for counsel, for
advice, for comfort, for information.
!
“Trust your neighborhood pharmacist”
was pretty much taken for granted in a slower time
when Ike was president and Jack later became top
banana in Camelot, and lots of local residents
walked to work somewhere close to home, built
houses and walls, pumped gas, mowed lawns, fixed
cars, cleaned gutters, went bowling in Scappy’s and
had a beer at Sam’s or Jimmy’s or the Cozy Corner.
!
Terry and I knew that our Dads would
always be there – behind the counter, counting pills,
making creams, and mixing tonics and elixirs wearing those gray jackets with the pocket
protectors and name plates emblazoned with
“PhG” or “RPh” that announced to the locals who
came in their front doors that these men knew a
thing or two and could answer your questions.

BERNARD POBINER

!I guess we
understood
that our
Dads were
respected for
their
knowledge
that they
shared with
everyone
without
charging by
the hour. At
the end of a
9 or a 10 or a
12-hour day,
all the
pharmacists
closed up and

ON THE WEB AT WWW.DOBBSFERRYHISTORY.ORG

Inside Kessler’s Corner Drug Store
delivered medicine to their customers at home on
their way home or on their way to Rotary, Kiwanis,
Lion’s, PTA, or another group. As children we were
used to having our Dads work 6, 6 ½ or 7 day
weeks as the need arose, to care for their customers
and provide a needed service. There was no
“Internet” or “hot line” or “medical insurance” or
the other things that all of us forget are recent
creations. Instead, there was the guy in the gray
jacket, standing on the front steps of his store,
passing the time of day with the people who
walked up and down Cedar Street and Main Street,
being “ready to serve”. None of the stores was
really busy. Dobbs Ferry wasn’t overwhelmingly
crowded. Our Dads shared and got along as
professional colleagues. If Doc Arone needed some
stock to fill a customer’s request, he would call up
on a black rotary telephone with a really long black
cord and say: “Hey, Bernie! Can I send little Joey up
to get something for one of my customers who is
sick?” That little boy would later be Joseph Bova,
PhG, a subsequent owner of Cary’s Pharmacy and
Mayor of Dobbs Ferry.
!
Butch and Gil knew Cedar Street and its
denizens. Bernie and Doc knew Main Street and its
habitués. Everyone got along.
!
Personally, I was always jealous of Gil
and Butch that their kingdoms included soda
fountains. How many egg creams did Bob Varian
make at Kessler’s? His followers savored the
bubbles, the smooth chocolate taste, and the
personal attention. He made it just the way they
liked it. Bob was a soda jerk with style!
!
Mind you, this does not take away from
the other pillars of the community: Eddie Scappy at
the bowling alley, John Bartels at the ice cream

parlor, Stanley P. Wallis at the 5+10, Benjamin Adler
at the hardware store, Frank Caldara at the movers,
Gino the barber, Father Anthony, Louis Reader at
the jewelry store, Sam Untracht, MD, Rudy Scheim,
DDS, Joe Gelsi, Optometrist, and the many, many
others who settled here, opened small businesses
here, and stayed for at least one generation.
!
They’re pretty much all gone, but their
roots are in our soil, most of their buildings are still
standing, and at least some of their businesses are
still here. After contemplating our own shopping
patterns that now include malls, big box stores,
large chains, low price shopping, online purchases
and the other things that all of us do to stretch our
consumer dollars, Terry and I would ask all of you
who read this:
!
When you have a choice, please consider
shopping in Dobbs Ferry. Many of us grew up here.
Many of our families have been here for more than
one generation. Many of our Dads had businesses
here of one kind or another. Many of us attend the
Dobbs Ferry High School reunions and remember
fondly how lucky we were and what a good place
this was to grow up. Many of us would like our
children and grandchildren to have the same
experience of small town living where we knew
each other, we felt safe, we shopped locally, and we
supported the storeowners and vendors who took
the risk to open their family businesses here in
Dobbs Ferry.
!
So, support your corner drug store – and
all the other business owners who open their
businesses locally in hopes that they can do
business with you!
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THE 1970s

What was Dobbs Ferry like in the 1970s? What did we wear? What did we eat?
What songs were we singing? What do you remember about life then?
Join us at "Our 70s Show" to relive that decade.
The Seventies were a momentous decade. The United States witnessed a rapid succession of Presidents. Richard Nixon (elected in 1968) was felled by the
Watergate Scandal and resigned in 1974; Gerald Ford served out the remaining two years of that term and then was defeated by Jimmy Carter in the 1976
election.
International events also moved at a rapid pace: Nixon's visit to China in 1972 opened a crack in the Bamboo Curtain. The United States raised its military
presence in the Vietnamese War but eventually succumbed to the North Vietnamese. Saigon fell in 1975. The Camp David accords offered the hope of reduced
tensions in the Middle East--a hope threatened again in 1979 with the beginning of the Iranian hostage crisis.
The Seventies were also a momentous time for the Village of Dobbs Ferry. John Nanna
began the decade as mayor, was replaced by William Zemnick (73-75), Philip Melillo
(75-77) and then Nanna returned in 1977 for another term.

In October, 1972, President Richard M. Nixon visited Dobbs Ferry but, to the great
disappointment of the crowds of villagers, his motorcade failed to stop in the village.
A dejected Mayor Nanna is shown here amidst the snubbed onlookers.

New housing developments were changing the shape of the Village. A 1974 fire that
consumed the historic Hyatt-Livingston House made way for the development of a
luxury town-house complex on Broadway. Opened in 1978 and reputed to be the
most expensive condominiums in Westchester County,Washington’s Headquarters
featured original models were priced at $135,000 for a two-bedroom unit and $119,000
for the one-bedroom unit.

Phase I of the Waterfront
Development along the
Hudson began in 1972,
setting the foundation for
today’s beautiful park.

In 1973, the Village of Dobbs
Ferry marked its-hundredth
year with a huge Centennial
celebration, complete with a
parade and gathering with
food and fun for all at the
newly planted Riverfront
Park.
A fire consumed Masters Hall at the Masters School in July of 1971, causing major relocations
until the new building was completed in 1974.
To the east, construction began on an extensive complex called Walden Woods, which grew to
116 townhouses clustered in the wooded area that had been the Franklin Brown estate. The
first units were sold in 1977 at prices that ranged from $65,000 to $100,000

The landscape of lower Broadway was altered in 1973 by the construction of the Cabrini
Nursing Home, built on the land occupied by the Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus.
Arthur Cavallero photo
6
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In this photo on the left, New York’s Cardinal Terence Cooke offers to
demonstrate for the sisters the proper stance for groundbreaking

In 1974, construction began on a new Middle School, built near the High School
where the old Elementary School had stood. Board of Education President
Charles Elliott and prospective students for the new school broke ground for the
new building
The last five years of the decade were spent shaping plans for two new public
buildings--the shopping center on Broadway (today's Stop & Shop) and the new
hospital on Ashford Avenue
What else do you remember about the Seventies? Where were you then? What
were you driving? What were the fun things you did or who were the friends
you met? Join us for groovy 70s clothes, dynamite food, a hip quiz, cool songs
and good fun --- a trip down memory lane recalling the 1970s.

Our 70s Show -June 11th, 5:00 to 8:00 pm.
Tickets are $45 per person and are available
on our website :
WWW.DOBBSFERRYHISTORY.ORG
or by sending your checks to:
The Dobbs Ferry Historical Society
12 Elm Street
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522.
Be a part of our 50/50 Raffle Fill out & send in your tickets - Find them
on the next page!
Photos from Bill Blanck
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Join us for groovy 70s
clothes, dynamite food,
a hip quiz, cool songs
and good fun ...
a trip down memory
lane recalling
the 1970s.

At the Mead House, 12 Elm St. Dobbs Ferry NY
Dobbs Ferry Historical Society | 914 674 1007 | www.dobbsferryhistory.org
ON THE WEB AT WWW.DOBBSFERRYHISTORY.ORG
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DOBBS FERRY’S ROAD TO
FREEDOM DAY 2011
SAVE THE DATE: SUNDAY, AUGUST 7, 2011
Dobbs Ferry's Sixth Annual
Road to Freedom Day will
be celebrated on Sunday,
August 7, 2011.
Lamb's Artillery and Morgan's
Rifle Company will be returning
to Dobbs Ferry on that date to
help us commemorate the
remarkable Revolutionary War
events that took place in our
village and in neighboring
localities during the summer of

1781. In our 2011 celebration,
Lamb's Artillery and Morgan's
Rifle Co will add a superb
educational component to the fun
and pageantry of Dobbs Ferry’s
Road to Freedom Day, just as they
did on Road to Freedom Day
2010.
We are also delighted to announce
that storyteller and singer, Tom
Hanford, will be returning to
Dobbs Ferry on Road to Freedom
Day 2011. As parents will
remember, Tom worked magic

with the kids last year and held
their rapt attention as he spun his
tales, strummed his fiddle and
sang his wonderful 18th century
ballads.

Virginia and the decisive victory
over Lord Cornwallis at
Yorktown. After the Road to
Freedom Walk, at about 2 PM, we
will gather on the lawn of the
Mead House to enjoy and learn
from our re-enactors and
musicians.

At 1 PM we will begin the Road to
Freedom Day celebration at
Gould Park with fife and drum
and an introductory ceremony.
After the ceremony, please join us
for the Road to Freedom Walk as
we follow the route of the
Continental army on August 19,
1781, when it started its march to

Dobbs Ferry’s Road to Freedom
Day is a joint initiative of the
Dobbs Ferry Historical Society
and the Village of Dobbs Ferry.

NEED A PLACE
TO HOLD AN EVENT?
The beautiful Mead House home of the Dobbs Ferry Historical Society is
available for use for community meetings and private events.
Built in 1865 this historic house is handicap accessible, centrally located in
town and offers three spacious rooms, a newly refurbished kitchen and
lovely grounds with a turn-of-the-century wraparound porch.
Club meeting, rehearsal space, birthday party, baby shower, anniversary celebration, office holiday party, you name it - the historic Mead
House is the perfect place for your next gathering! With so many complimentary amenities available for your use, it’s an easy, affordable place
to host your event. For more information contact us at (914)-674-1007.

PLEASE COME SEE HOW MUCH WE HAVE TO OFFER!

OUR 70s SHOW - 50/50 RAFFLE
Our 70s Raffle $5 each or 6 for $25

Our 70s Raffle $5 each or 6 for $25

Name : _____________________________

Name : ____________________________

Phone # ____________________________

Phone # ___________________________

Our 70s Raffle $5 each or 6 for $25

Our 70s Raffle...$5 each or 6 for $25

Name : _____________________________

Name : ____________________________

Phone # ____________________________

Phone # ___________________________

Our 70s Raffle $5 each or 6 for $25

Our 70s Raffle $5 each or 6 for $25

Name : _____________________________

Name : ____________________________

Phone # ____________________________

Phone # ___________________________

Our 70s Show on June 11th
features a 50/50 raffle
Be a part of the fun.
FILL OUT AND SEND IN
YOUR RAFFLE TICKETS!

$5 EACH
BUY 6 TICKETS FOR $25
Send your tickets & check to us at
12 Elm Street
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
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VILLAGE’S EARLY FOLK HISTORY SITS IN THE LIBRARY
Upon entering the Dobbs Ferry Library, visitors may
notice an interesting bit of history perched high atop a
bookshelf. Located above the new releases and DVD
rentals sits a true piece of Dobbs Ferry folk history. A
snowy owl, whose habitat is primarily the Arctic Circle
and Canada, gazes down on library patrons. The owl
was preserved and donated by a local family to share
with the whole community.

When Henry Lauderbach passed away, he left the
photography studio business to Agnes, and along with
it went the owl. The shop moved to 131 Main street
and thus began her 51 years of photographing school
children’s class photos, individual and family portraits,
and crafting frames for her photography and her
customers’ artwork. She built a successful creative
business in the village, one of only a few women to do
so during that era.

This is not the snowy owl’s first home. It first resided in
the village’s only photography studio near the turn of
the 20th century. The bird was shot and killed by the
studio’s owner and photographer, Henry Lauderbach.
Perhaps Henry was also a hunter, or a bird watcher, it is
not known for sure. What is known is that these
magnificent owls frequently migrated to the northern
United States and resided in open fields, marshes and
beaches, speaking to a time not too long ago, when
Dobbs Ferry was a much more country area. Henry
also lived above the photo studio which was was
located at 151 Main Street next door to the “old
library.” Many photos in The Historical Society
archives are his, with the shop’s stamp on the back.
The Historical Society also houses many photographs
taken by Agnes Baviello, a local girl who in her early
teens began working for Mr. Lauderbach. Her long
professional apprenticeship began in the early 1920s.
Locals all knew of the snowy owl that sat on display in
the photo studio, admired by the many families coming
in for family portraits.After Henry’s wife died, Agnes’
family invited him to live in the Baviello home on Broadway.

Upon Agnes death in 1965, the Baviello family offered
to donate the owl to the public library, then located at
the corner of Cedar and Main. For many years the
library was the owl’s home, an interesting object for
inquisitive children and adults alike. One day, and it is
suspected that perhaps it was a prank, the owl was
stolen. An offer was put out that if the owl werereturned safely, there would be “no questions asked.” It
was returned, unharmed, and true to the offer, there
were no consequences.

	


	


The new library was built on lower Main Street in
2003. Margaret (Peg) Baviello, Agnes’s sister-in-law,
then had the owl reconditioned, cleaned and
refurbished, and placed a plaque on it recognizing
Agnes and the long journey the owl had taken. We
encourage you on your next visit to the library to take a
look at the snowy owl, who holds in his eyes many
years of Dobbs Ferry history.
The author wishes to thank Peg Baviello for her sharp
as a tack memories and good humor while consulting
on this article.
BY NANCY DELMERICO

WE GRATEFULLY
ACKNOWLEDGE THE
GENEROSITY OF
HOWARD J. POBINER ESQ.
Long time Dobbs Ferry resident and local attorney, Howard
Pobiner and his wife, Lily, donated the historical plaque for the
Mead House,at 12 Elm Street the home of the DOBBS FERRY
HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Howard and Lily are active in the
community both in the Historical Society and as organizers in
2007 & 2010 of Dobbs Ferry High School reunions in which
hundreds of alumni from many decades participated.
The Trustees of the Historical Society thank Howard and Lily for
their generous contribution.
Please do stop by and see what a fitting addition this is to the
Society’s Headquarters.
( left to right ) LILY AND HOWARD POBINER PRESENT THE PLAQUE TO SOCIETY PRESIDENT MARY DONOVAN AT THE MEAD HOUSE.
THE MEAD HOUSE 12 ELM STREET DOBBS FERRY, NEW YORK 10522
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CONTACT US BY PHONE : (914)-674-1007

EMAIL : DFHISTORY@OPTIMUM.NET. ON THE WEB: WWW.DOBBSFERRYHISTORY.ORG

PLEASE DO PLAN ON
JOINING US FOR THIS
VERY SPECIAL EVENT
Enjoy “VIP access” to these spectacular
homes which we have all admired
from afar.
Enjoy a stroll in our village and visit 5
beautiful private homes open to the
public!

Here’s a taste of what will be available
for you to enjoy:
• Walk through an exquisite example
of an Arts and Crafts home built by
one of the first woman doctors in the
US - with stunning Hudson River
views
• Experience the rustic charm of a
farmhouse believed to be one of the
first built in Dobbs Ferry circa 1800
• Listen to the “walls speak” at a
majestic house where famous
playwright and author Rex Beach
lived and worked
• touch a piece of American history at
the “Nathan Hale House” - a home
that once stood on the Hale
homestead in CT and was
reassembled in Dobbs Ferry some
70 years ago
• begin and end the day spending
some time sipping refreshments on a
turn of the century wrap around
porch that once belonged to a sea
captain.

Tickets are $25 per person, ( children 12
and under free of charge) and are
available on our website:
WWW.DOBBSFERRYHISTORY.ORG
or by sending your checks to
The Dobbs Ferry Historical Society at
12 Elm Street Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522

DON’T DELAY - GET YOUR TICKETS TODAY !

